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Tuition hike, senate plan
dominate ASG discussion
By ARBY SWIFT
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Anthony Calarco, Art History Professor, stands beside what may well
prove to be an authentic Rembrandt painting, "Judas Returning the
Thirty Pieces of Silver."

Art department,student
research suspected
Rembrandt find
By MARY SUE SWEENEY

Evidently the time has come to
begin locking the art department,
since it may be sheltering an original Rembrandt. On loan from the
Hemmingway Galleries of Jamestown, New York, the "Rembrandt" is now leaning against a
wall in the art library. At the
suggestion of Art History Professor Anthony Calarco, freshman Linda Frear researched the
origin of the obscure painting as
a project for an art history class
and obtained some interesting information. She was able to locate a plate of the picture, identifying it as "Judas Returning
the Thirty Pieces of Silver,"
painted by Rembrandt in 1629.
The Hemmingway copy is a rough
version of two more finished ori,ginals now belonging to European
collections, Miss Frear conjecturs that the Hemmingway painting may be a preliminary oil
sketch executed by Rembrandt,
or possibly a student copy of
the master's work. Compared
to the known originals, in this
lesser version the scene devel-
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opment is poor and the design
is unsteady. Several coats of
varnish obscure the variegated
brushwork of Rembrandt, and
folding of the canvas has distorted the image. Still, the painting incorporates important features of Rembrandt's style; his
fetish for orientalia and his use
of emotive facial expressions.
Miss Frear will withhold her
verification of the origin of the
painting until she receives specialized magazine articles and
letters from the London museums
housing the two originals. She
also hopes to have the canvas
x-rayed to discover possible layers of painting, and put through
chemical tests to establish its
age. Frank Hemmingway, manager of the Jamestown galleries,
purchased this copy from a
New York City dealer who reputedly obtained it from the Netherlands.
This marks the Art History
Department's first attempt at
investigative are research, an
important step since playing the
detective game is a major function of most art museums.

Discussion of the tuition increase and the possiility of a Faculty-Student Senate were major
items on ASG's new business agenda Sunday night.
The meeting was also concerned with reports of
action taken on the proposals of last week's meeting.
ASG adopted an amended proposal which requested that the Executive and Finance Committees meet with the "appropriate members of the
Administration, ' to discuss the recently announced
$206 tuition increase next year and "if deemed
necessary to present specific suggestions to limit
or cut back that increase." The rules were suspended for that particular motion so as to allow
an immediate vote. In another important action,
an Ad Hoc Committee was formed to explore
and research the feasibility of the formation

JOSEPH DUDICK, newly

Parliamentarian.

of a Faculty—Student Senate. The Ad Hoc Committee is chaired by Karen Davis and includes
Barb Baird, Todd Dickinson, Joseph Donley,
Barb Fleischman, Dan Pride, Dave Rines, John
Schumacher and Straw Weisman as members.
It was also learned that a detailed proposal for
such a Student-Faculty Senate was formulated
at least two years ago.
An additional new proposal to investigate the
job situation on the campus was directed to the
Student Life Committee, The investigation would
seek to determine what campus jobs might be
held by students.
ASG also approved Joe Dudick's appointment to
the newly created position of Parliamentarian. Dudick was recommended as being well versed
in the procedures of Robert's Rules of Order
and knowledgeable about the intricacies of parliamentary debate.
A considerable amount of time at Sunday's
meeting was devoted to discussing the present
state of many of the proposals brought forth in
last week's ASG meeting. ASG Vice President
Rich Martin explained that members of the Executive Committee have been meeting with members of the Administration, department heads and
various professors to try to learn what tenure is
and how it works and what form student input
could take in the tenure selection process. Martin indicated that the response was favorable to
some form of student involvement in this system.
Action on the 24-hour open Grill proposal was
postponed until talks could be held with M... Edwards and the proprietor who rents the Grill
space,
Further developments on the room-drawing
procedure issue were reported by ToddDickinson.
Carol Flannery was said to have responded favorably to a plan that would have next year's
sophomore and junior women draw for rooms at
the same time after seniors and incoming freshmen had been given rooms. Under this plan, the
the junior women (present sophomores) would
then have the first pick at selecting individual
rooms. In off campus housing matters, a ruling
was awaited from President Pelletier regarding
the use of some college owned apartment houses
for students.
ASG representatives learned that the campaign by freshman women to end permissions is
stalled. The effort was hurt by a lack of parent
responses concerning the existing rules. Nevertheless a survey of women in South Hall is
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Pro Musica presents memorial concert
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Tonight, February 22, at 8 pm.,
the New York Pro Musica, under
the direction of Paul Maynard,
will present in concert various
works by Josquin des Prez and
his contemporaries commemorating the 450th anniversary of
Josquin's death, The concert will
be held in the campus center auditorium and tickets will be available at th e door at $2.50 for
adults and $1.00 for non-Allegheny
students.
Pro Musica was founded in 1953
by the late Noah Greenburg, who
was of the conviction that early
music could become a vital force
in our time and who hoped that
Pro Musica could give a new vitality to music of the. centuries
prior to J. S. Bach. Fulfilling his
intentions, a Pro Musica concert
represents an excursion into the
musical past, pres,:nting sacred
works first performed in the cathedrals of 13th century France;
lusty song:, dances, and delicate
ballads from the Medieval French
court; dramatic pieces of Renaissance Spain; and the sounds of the
Tudor reign in England.
Supported by a library of scholarly editions, microfilms, books
dealing with every aspect of Medieval and Renaissance music,
the services of a research associate and the now-famous collection of early instruments, the ten
soloists and their conductor have

attained a height of authenticity
and artistry acclaimed by scholars and critics. The New York
Times lauded a Pro Musica performance as being "revelations of
the beauty, vitality and variety of
Renaissance and even Medieval
music... Previously dusty pieces
glow with huma n warmth, gaiety
and passion and—. sound like what
they had been at the time of their
creation... meaningful personal
expressions of the societies that
had given them birth."
Not restricting itself to the
concert stage, Pro Musica has also presented, in full costume,
Medieval and Renaissance dramas. In an important year of firsts
Pro Musica's re-creation of an
Elizabethan Masque, "An Entertainment for Elizabeth," took its
place in the regular touring repertory in the summer of 1969.
In Marc h of 1970, another Medieval drama, "The Resurrection
Play of Tours," was added to the
repertory and on the invitation
of Yale University the production was presented as part of a
second seminar visit.
Last summer the Stanford University Festival, at which the
New York Pro Musica is regularly featured, was an entirely
Pro Musica event. Twelve repertory performances of "The
Play of Daniel," "The Play of
Herod," and th e new ' , Resurrection Play of Tours" were
programmed from July 21 to Au-

gust 2. Following that engagement, the lute and kummhorns
sounded on eight consecutive evenings in presentation of the
"Daniel" and "Herod" plays in
Los Angeles' outdoor Greek Theatre.
During the past season the concert ensemble reached a new level of activity, presenting a total
of 85 concerts in the United States,
Mexico and four countries of
South America. A series of three
concerts was presented in New
York City at Lincoln Center's
Alice Tully Hall in which the
Pro Musica "...as usual mesmerized a sold-out house," according to a music critic of the New
York Post.
This season finds the ensemble
traveling cross country to California and to the Northwest by
way of Texas and the Southwestern states. Another three concert series has been undertaken
in Alice Tully Hall following last
season's successful engagement.
In the spring the group will visit
the deep South and, as has now
become a tradition, they will again perform at the Library of
Congress in Washington, D.C.
They will also represent the United States in the first International Josquin Festival-Conference at New York City's Lincoln
Center.
In addition to their public appearances, the group has recorded two new albums for Decca Re-

tonight

Members of the PRO MUSICA, who will present an "excursion into
the musical past" tonight in the Campus Center Auditorium at 8.

cords. Continuing participation on
the college scene, the ensemble
conducted seminars in early music at Yale University, City University of New York, Stanford
University of Oklahoma and Case
Western Reserve University.
The Washington Post recently
analyzed the unique success of
the New York Pro Musica ensemble: "There are certain
things you can count on in a Pro

Musica concert which separate
its work from many other ensembles specializing in older music.
Certainly what they do is authentic; but more than that, it is alive.
It is music, The voices are beautiful. The instruments are in perfect tune and are played with dazzling efficiency. And through the
music surges a vitality born of
intense commitment and understanding.
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Clouding issues of concern

Pride, Hellerstedt

By ARBY SWIFT

At first rumors flew that only one slate would seek the
top ASG executive positions, that this year there would
be no election contest. Three tickets finally emerged, and
one was eliminated in last Thursday's primary. In this
Thursday's final election, Allegheny students will be asked
to choose between Dan Pride-John Hellerstedt and Todd
Dickinson-Rob Smith for ASG President and Vice President.
At a special meeting on Sunday, members of the Campus Editorial Board heard each team explain their platforms separately, and took advantage of the two-and-ahalf hour session to question the candidates in each other's
presence as well as individually about specific plans for the
administration and change of student government here.
Impressed with the sincerity and seriousness of both the
Dickinson and Pride tickets, and finding that both platforms contained many similar proposals and promises,
the Board found the decision to endorse one slate over the
other a difficult one. Dickinson and Smith have much experience and knowledge of the inner workings of ASG to
their credit, and advanced several well thought out platform potitions. Pride and Hellerstedt, while lacking extensive experience in college politics, nevertheless bring
solid goals and a fresh approach to the admittedly formidable problems confronting ASG.
After careful consideration of all the issues, proposals,
and platforms of the two slates, the Campus endorses Dan
Pride for ASG President and John Hellerstedt for VicePresident.
*

Pride and Hellerstedt, advocating among other things
the implementation of a Black Studies department, an end
to sexual discrimination in social and academic regulations, the use of referendums to enhance the representative nature of ASG, and examination of proposals for a
student-faculty Senate, an Off-Campus Housing Authority,
and tenure and course recommendation reports by students, seem to have the strength and perseverance necessary to begin re-establishing ASG's credibility with all segments of the college community. Through some hard
work between now and the beginning of next term, they
should be able to make up for their lack of recent administrative experience (recent, because Hellerstedt, who as
Vice President would run the ASG meetings, has had extensive experience in secondary school student government).
We hope, however, that if elected Pride and Hellerstedt
will not neglect the considerable talents of their opponents, and will enlist Dickinson's and Smith's concrete
support for their new regime.
Finally, we exhort the student body to consider the
platforms and personal attitudes of the candidates (platforms are printed in this issue) and to vote intelligently
on Thursday. ASG is virtually the only collective voice
which students have and it needs extensive revitalization.
En the dining halls at lunch and dinner or at the CC information desk for off-campus residents, this Thursday,
February 24, please VOTE.

CAMPUS

The literary and publishing world has been
shocked by three dramatic controversies in the
past few years. The Kennedy Family-William
Manchester dispute over the publication of The
Death of a President (1967), the Pentagon Papers Controversy (1971) and finally the Howard Hughes Biography Episode (1972) have
all been accorded heavy publicity from a sensationalist-seeking press and public. All three
episodes were concerned with the analysis and
coverage of highly controversial and emotive
subjects. And each publication would supposedly shed some new light on that elusive and
mysterious element which pervaded the respective topics. The public battles involving courts,
injunctions and charges between those who
wanted the story out and the side that tried to
prevent publication enhanced the sensationalist
aura. Surely, somebody must be hiding something — if not, why all the fuss?
The Manchester book was meant to offer
the real answer to the Kennedy assassination
and everybody who had ever concocted a theory about who was conspiring to kill Kennedy
cans seem to have a "thing" about conspiracies
and are always on the lookout for new ones to
propagate. The decision by the Kennedy family to try to stop publication of the book really brought the sensationalists out in force because anything a Kennedy does is almost guarenteed page one material in this country. So
here we have a neat paradox: the book that
was meant to report an event ends up becoming an important headline story itself. • The
Death of a President took on a whole new symbolism and became as heavily identified with
The Battle of the Book as its own subject matter.
The Pentagon Papers were also able to transcend that distinction between news coverage
and news story. However, the dispute evolved
on a different level than the Manchester or
Hughes stories. The whole spectrum of characters was different. Instead of the utterances of
embattled authors and harassed publishers, the
dire warnings of public officials and moralities
of Daniel Ellsberg were reflected across the
newspaper pages. Once again that element of
secrecy (implying that there was something we
shouldn't know) pervaded the entire situation.
The government's attempt to crisscross the
country seeking injunctions against the papers
that were planning to print the Pentagon Papers fueled speculation. The discovery that a
network of sympathizers helped Ellsberg deliver copies of the documents to The New York
Times and other papers aroused the suspicion
of conspiracy.
The Pentagon Papers Controversy was far
more than another cause celebre. The papers
dealt with the development of U.S. policy in
Vietnam and excited discussion of the overall
theme of government policy making. The study was undertaken to provide information on
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foreign policy for government officials, and
Daniel Ellsberg leaked the documents to focus public attention on it as well. The expossure of American Vietnam policy was the initial and major news story connected with the
Pentagon Papers. In that context, the Pentagon Papers can be thought of as a news source.
However, the Pentagon Papers assumed another
symbolic value as discussion over Vietnam policy branched out into debates on government
censorship, credibility, and freedom of the
press. Correspondingly, the Pentagon Papers
became more than just a news source. The
dispute over the publication of the documents
and all the ramifications which stemmed from'
it became a major news story in its own right.
Indeed, more publicity was probably devoted
to coverage of the publication dispute than
the major theme — government policy planning in Vietnam — that the Pentagon Papers
were intended to convey.
The Howard Hughes Episode is distinguished by the fact that the real news story of
the affair is unobtainable at the moment. The
Life Story of Howard Hughes (intriguing to
millions of tabloid readers: he has everything
money could buy and he hasn't been seen in
over a decade — what's wrong with him?) is
still as much of a, mystery to everyone (even.

NEI L SHEEHAN, New York Times reporter
and a major contributer to his paper's expose
of the Pentagon Papers.

more so) than before the current affair started.
The editors of Time Inc. just don't have the
story that they thought they had in their
hands. They may now throw little bits and
pieces of the story to the public. Yet, they
hardly have enough real information to warrant four (Time and Life) cover stories. Ah,
but wait a minute. The men on Time's editorial board have apparently been the victims
of an elaborate hoax by that con man of the
year, Clifford Irving, and desperate men will
often come up with the most novel ideas. Essentially, the story of Clifford Irving's hoax
has been substituted as a news story in place
of the real story that is missing. Once again,
the substitute story provides as much mystery
and intrigue for a sensationalist public as the
initial news story. The same cast of apparent
conspirators is available to incite suspicion.
Besides, a story that includes the tale of a
singing Dutch baroness and has part of its setting on an exotic Spanish island is always
bound to capture attention. The hoax story
also promises to provide continued drama as
events lead up to the expected courtroom confrontation. Perhaps the real Howard Hughes
story might even emerge in time due to the
uproar. For the time being, though, the Howard Hughes biography episode has become
symbolic and connected with the story of Clifford Irving's hoax.
In all three cases, the focus of the news
story or issue changed until another set of
concepts had emerged. The resulting stories
developed as a result of the continuing events
that transformed each episode. As a result,
each case took on a second symbolic meaning
in the minds of the public. This does not mean
that the initial idea was forgotten. However,
the associations that people attached with each
event were added to or transformed. Thus,
the books or documents that were intended
simply to report an event became symbolic of
new, often unrelated, controversies.
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Candidates express views on campus issues
Pride-Hellerstedt

Dickinson-Smith

Allegheny College is in need of a complete and authentic Black Studies program.
The way things stand now, black people are not adequately represented in the college
community but blacks are not attracted here because the curriculum does not provide
them with the opportunity to study their history, their place in society, and their destiny. These ends can only be accomplished by the institution of an authentic Black
Studies program. If elected, we pledge to support the extensive efforts that will be necessary to realize this goal. If we are to break the cycle of racism, we must commit ourselves to insuring that our own ignorance will not go on unchecked.
Another curriculum ref-31- m we will work for is to make student initiation of courses
easier. Although a mechanism presently exists for this, (39's - special topics, g's - introductory special topics and 45's - seminars) at present it is far too difficult for one
student to wade through all the red tape. To facilitate the efforts of students in this
direction, we want to extend the duties of the Academic Affairs Director of ASG to
cover this area. The director would publicize any new course ideas, and organize the
students who expressed interest. If enough interest is expressed, the director would go
on to investigate facilities, professors, texts, etc. Finally a meeting would be arranged
for the students and professors to arrange the details.
In the area of housing, we would like to make several changes. With the current
pet pcilicy, the College is trying to act in "loco parentis," where it has no right to do
so. We favor a policy whereby a student is allowed to have any pet that is not prohibited by state health regulations. Of course the owner is liable for any damage the animal does, and retains the privilege of keeping a pet only as long as no legitimate and
chronic complaints are lodged against hi:n by those he's living with.
The College is also trying to act in "loco parentis" with its unequal hours and residence restrictions on women. We want men and women to have equal treatment in all
areas, including specifically the physical education requirement.
As a service to the student body, we want to form a "Consumer Protection Board"
in the matter of off-campus housing. The Board would have available information regarding tenants' and landlords' rights and obligations, as well as surveys taken of students who have previously lived off-campus. The surveys would cover general condition
of the apartment specific problems a tenant may have had with a landlord, utilities situation, and general comments on the living situation. All this information would be on
hand for student use.
One of the major criticisms of ASG is that it isn't representative of student opinion.
Right now, its power is primarily that of suggestion. Even this power is undermined
when ASG is accused of being non-representative. To combat this, we propose to hold
referendums twice a term, with all major issues before ASG automatically going on the

In order to more fully acquaint the student body with our platform and philosophy
we have briefly outlined our programs. We feel that ASG has not had many positive
outputs in the past two years. We hope that with your support we can enable ASG to regain a powerful and respected position in the college community. Our goals are therefore:
We will work towards the implementationof some kind of college governing board or
student-faculty senate in order to make student desires more influential. Start imme
diately with student-faculty conferences and meetings between Executive Council of
ASG and Facti.lty Council to help establish this board or Senate. We will not sacri
fice the power that the students now hold and will maintain a firm bargaining position with the intention of expanding what little student power there is into a viable,
working student-faculty-administration relationship. We feel, due to prior discussions along this line, that we ire ready to begin these discussions immediately.
We wish to establish a reorganization of the Student Judicial System so that students may have a swift hearing for their grievances with swift appeal and decisions rather than the procrastinatidn now in effect. In essence, we wish to establish a judicial
system in which student rights are recognized and respected. This will also serve as a
hearing, which they are being denied under the present system. We brought this idea
up this term and have already moved to bring it about.
Another obvious, major objective is the "altering of the ASG organization so as to
make it more receptive to student needs and demands and more efficient in meeting
them. We wish to establish an Office of Off-Campus Housing which would gather and
keep on file record rental information and tenants' rights to be sued by anyone interested. In addition he would handle the troublesome off-campus elections. We would
also establish a Director of Public Relations to make the workings of ASG more widely
known. He would also put out an ASG newsletter to keep the campus informed of
what is coming up in ASG so students can make their views on issues known before
they're voted on.
We have supported and will continue to support the McKnight-Tadley policy on the
Ad Hoc proposal that was approved by ASG. This is essential if an atmosphere is to be
created at Allegheny in which the black and underprivileged students can achieve their
full potential.
We endorse the efforts taken by ASG to establish the student-faculty-administration
committee on faculty tenure. We feel this is an important step in making students'
views, which should obviously be considered in this matter, known.
We wish to eliminate the discrimination based on sex by the administration in such

See PRIDE - HELLERSTEDT, pg. 8
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Respect and trust
To the Editor:
We, as President and VicePresident of ASG, concerned about the condition of the student
government, have tried this term
to determine what the problem is
here at Allegheny. We have tried
to find out through talking with
faculty, administration and students just what the problem is
and why it exists at all
What Allegheny needs is a sense
of respect and trust between the
administration, faculty, and students. This ultimately bacomes
the job of the President and Vice-.
President of ASG acting as liasons between the administration
and the student body so that Allegheny' can become a community
of three parts rather than three
separate communities. The President and Vice-President have
the responsibility of being the
spokesmen for the students. They
must relate student attitudes and
ideas to the administration. If
an issue arises, they must explain to the administration what
is behind it. They must find out
how the administration feels about
the issue and how a change in
policy could occur, what channels
would have to be followed, and
what effect it would have on the
college from the administration's
point of view. You do not gain
trust by demands; you do not gain
respect by inflexibility. You gain
these things by being candid and
by trying to understand both sides
of an issue. This does not mean
you will have to agree; it doesn't
mean that changes are not possible if there is disagreement. It
means that both sides have looked
into the ideas of the other, have
discussed the issue, have understood each other and will respect each other's judgement even
if they happen to disagree.
If this is achieved then the administration will want and expect

student opinion on an issue. The
students, too, will want to understand how the administration feels
and how an issue can best be
presented to Bentley.
The student leaders must talk
to faculty members for their
opinions and help in order to gain
a greater understanding of the
faculty aspect on specific issues.
Then all three parts can feel that
their opinions will be sought out
and respected. Then the college will be as much of a community as possible and decisions
will be made for the good of the
community as a whole.

From what we have done this
term we have found out a number
of things, the most important one
being that the administration is
not there to thwart the students.
When we are candid with them,
they are candid with us. We may
disagree but an understanding can
be achieved. There must be mutual understanding and respect
between all segments of the college community. At this point it
is the job of ASG to promote
the dialogue through which this
can occur.
We can see the beginnings of a
foundation that must be strengthened in order for any meaningful
progress to be made. We hope
that the people elected on Thursday will consider these beginnings
important enough to perpetuate.
Dannie Wilkins
Rich Martin

SMITH, pg. 8

We lend support.. .
To the Editor:
Based on our past experiences, we feel that the platform of Pride and Hellerstedt
offers the best opportunity for
the development of a realistic
form of student government.
We urge that you vote for them
in the upcoming ASG elections.
Lorraine Rohlik, Pres. Women's
Equality
John Frick, former CU Manager
Ned Morse, former Director of
Residence
Arnie Greenfield, former ASG
Cabinet member

To the Editor:
Women's Equality gives their
endorsement to Pride ,&, Hellerstedt for ASG because we feel
this ticket will be more sympathetic to women's interests,
as well as students' rights in
general.
Women's Equality

Due to the number of letters
received pertaining to ,the ASG
elections, we are unable to print
letters on other subjects in this
issue. They will appear in Friday's Campus. See page 4 for
more election letters.
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'OH, COME NOW, TONE IT DOWN A BIT—MAKE THAT 'MISTER REACTIONARY CAPITALIST PIG'!'
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Joe Heller's 'Bombed' viewed as 'flaccid' potboiler
By LAURA ANNE WHITE

"The Time: Always the present, the exact day
and hour at which the play is being performed.
"The Place: The theater, city and country in
which the play is presented."
The stage directions yell that this play is going to
be RELEVANT. The opening lines tell that this play
is going to be ABSURD: "Well, Major? Where are
they going today?" "Constantinople." "There is no
Constantinople. It's Istanbul now." The author Joseph Heller - and the roster of characters the Major, Sgt. Henderson, etc. - sell thisplay as
BLACK SATIRE OF THE MILITARY. All the correct ingredients are included, so this play should
be a success, right? WRONG.
"We Bombed in New Haven" is probably one of
the more flaccid pieces of modern drama I have
yet read. While Heller's novel, "Catch-22", admirably portrays the horror-humor of war and
was somewhat prophetic in catching the anti-war
mood of the late sixties, "We Bombed" blatantly capitalizes on the "peace-and-screw-the
army" fad which accompanies the United States'
unpopular embroilment in Southeast Asia andperpetuation of the draft.
Many of the "Catch-22" elements are present.
Henderson is the sensitive un-insane Yossarian
figure, squashed by the mad military monster,
and there are a number of "Idiots," (non-thinking enlisted men) who merely carry out orders.
The Major (Major Major Major) reappears, not
invisible now but just as unreachable and still
a stereotypical symbol of the mechanical inhumanity of the army. ("He has to be here. We
can't go ahead without him. He's got to die now
on the takeoff for Minnesota.") All the crazy,
upside-down reasoning reappears: "Where is the
boy who was playing soldier who was killed by
accident just now - " "There are no accidents...
We don't need him anymore. That's why we
killed him," And so on.
Of course, because this is a MODERN play,
contemporary audience-involvement techniques
are employed. The characters are constantly
reminding the viewers that they are actors
and did you think I was good in my last play?
Terribly symbolic on the story level, naturally.
The name of the city and theater in which the
play is being performed is to be inserted in the
dialogue at certain intervals as well.
The characters and most of their dialogue are
trite to the point of boredom. An aging Red
Cross volunteer screams at the sight of blood,
the only person who realizes the full impact of
the senseless death taking place before her eyes.
A soldier would like to know that "his death would
have some meaning," Symbols become mere gimmicks: The "new equipment" is nothing more
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derson) with golf club and rifle, still in Bermuda
shorts and knee-boots. This final killing, by the
way, displays what I deduce is the typical Heller
technique of gore-shock, guts spilling and blood
streaming all over the stage.
One of the most distressing elements in "We
Bombed" is the playwright's incorporation of
literary allusions and quotations into the body of
the play. Some people have used this ploy well
enough to get by most critics - T.S. Eliot, for
example - but again Heller falls flat on his face
when he tries it. He even quotes passages from
Eliot which are allusions in the first place, Managing to fit "Macbeth," "King Lear," and "Henry V" (possibly even "Hamlet," depending upon
your interpretation) in his characters' conversation is overdoing even the hero worship to which
William Shakespeare "of England" is entitled.
The Rad Cross Rut'lie wi,. er "Who would have
thoi_ight the bastard had so much blood i_i
does not capture the tragic dignity of sleepwalking Lady Macbeth and the well-known tine
turns ridiculous.
"We, Born',-.1 , - _ails s absurd in?,
the beginning of the play someone asks "What's
the game?" attempting to sound desperate and futile, and succeeding in sounding stupid and trite.
Perhaps, in deference to Heller, these cliches
and stereotyped characters are used to convey
a sense of ritual and dead pathos. The attempt
simply doesn't succeed.
The same line, "What's the game?" in Tom
Stoppard's "Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are
Dead" evokes in the audience a haunting sense
of bewilderment and nameless fear.Stopparduses
nondescript characters and "irrational" reasoning, posing essentially the same questions as
Heller: Why are we here? Can we determine our
lives? Are we caught up in some inescapable lethal game? But he probes the question with much
greater sensitivity and employs a much more
subtle literary technique, with the result that
"Rosencrantz and Guildenstern" succeeds where
"We Bombed" does not, Bertolt Brecht's "Mother Courage" also treats war without truisms and
"modern" gimmicks, with more original characters and a stronger purpose. The audience (or
reader) leaves with a greater sense of human
evil in the fatal circle of our predatory natures
than Heller begins to convey.
I cannot help but think Joseph Heller whipped
off this play without too much extended effort
because he needed to publish something, (He
hinted as much in his lecture here.) It's highly
unlikely that without the author's "name" "We
Bombed in New Haven" would ever have been
produced at all - and I doubt it will run very
long anywhere, Unfortunately, Heller wrote a
very bad play; it will be interesting to see if
his new novel shows any break from the Heller
pattern. Or maybe he's just a one-book man.

247 Chestnut

.
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31\

OPEN 11am — 10pm Daily
964 South Main Street
Phone 336-3250
Don't forget to place your
snack orders by 9:00pm for
10:45pm delivery.

To the campus:
In this upcoming election I find
it difficult to support anyone really, yet I have some very strong
feelings about the whole thing. I
find it next to impossible to be uninvolved.
I can validly say that bacause
the whole process is unresponsive
to the needs which my existence
call for, it still affects me. I
speak now as a Black person who
has need to understand Blackness
and its manifestations in and implication and effect upon the system. For some strange reason
some people seem to think I have
respect, and that people will listen
to me when I say something. I
find that phenomenal because for
three years or more I have been
speaking and talking of a meaningful academic involvement for
Blacks at Allegheny. And for my
effort all I have to show is a catalogue of memorable meetings
and a problem that peoplecan't
even name.
To get across the message necessary for people to understand
this whole ASG process andBlack
peoples' involvement in it would
take more time than I can give
here and now. If I have anything
to offer Allegheny, or if any part
of my involvement in this election
is heard or heeded, let it show
me by its responsiveness to the
needs of Black students in the all
white - academic environment.
It would be difficult to swear by
.anything or anybody about their
sincerity where an ASG situation
is concerned; only their actions
can speak for that.
I have watched both candidates
and with the situation being as it
is the many needs of Allegheny
can only (begin) to be dealt with

in any meaningful and sincere
way by Dan P. and John H.
Joseph McKnight
'o the Editor:
ASG over the past several
erms has been losing ground in
the battle to get out of its present lack-luster state. Attempts
have been made from several
directions to eliminate this mediocrity. We now have an excellent opportunity to solve that
problem. If Dickinson and Smith
are elected, ASG will most assuredly abandon mediocrity for obscurity.
Sincerely,
J.R. Hoople
P.S. There is absolutely no truth
to the rumor that Mr. Dickinson
has a crush on Carol Flannery,
To the Editor:
In light of their experience and
talents in the area of student
gov't, we feel that in this election Todd Dickinson andRob Smith
offer the college the best choice
for ASG President and Vice President. We endorse these candidates and their efforts to further the cause of good student
government at Allegheny.
Richard M. Evans, Treasurer
ASG;
John Willison, Director of Educational Affairs;
Tom Wells, Manager, Campus
Center;
Diane Sutter, Sr. member Instruction Committee;
Chris Manske, member All-College Student Life Committee;
Bill Carlson, Ex-Vice-President
of ASG,
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Adulations forthe King of Jazz

Don Roda

By RICHARD E. MADTES

When Louis Armstrong died
last summer, most of the present
college generation must have been
puzzled by all the attendant hoopla prominent coverage on all
national TV news programs, front
page "New York Times" obituary plus editorial, funeral attended by Rockefeller, Lindsay, and
just about every musical celebrity
you could name, and even a special hour-long CBS documentary.
And it didn't stop there: what was
the entire half-time show at last
month's Superbowl devoted to? right, a tribute to Louis.
I can't blame today's young
generation for wondering why.
The Armstrong you saw and heard
on TV and records surely didn't
rate this adulation. Rarely - and
in the last couple of years neverplaying his trumpet, he sant pretty
ditties like "Blueberry Hill" and
"A Kiss to Build a Dream On,"
mugged outrageously with those
keyboard teeth and orbiting eyes,
and foghorned "Oh, Yeah!" at
the end of each number. Mildly
entertaining, perhaps, but hardly
epochal.
Yet epochal is the word for
Armstrong's influence on American - and much European - music of this century. As the greatest jazz musician we have seen,
he did not change so much as
create the course jazz followed
since his advent, and that advent
is clearly delineated in a new release, Columbia G 30416, "The
Genius of Louis Armstrong, Volume 1; 1923-1933."
In this two-LP set we have
twenty-nine selections from the
first ten years of Armstrong's
recording career, years that
trace his development from primitive simplicity to complex virtuosity. The set opens with a very
early example made before Armstrong began recording under his
own name, continues with two
of his blues accompaniments (with
Chippie Hill and Nolan Welsh),
and then settles down to a string
of those famous sides cut by his
Hot Five and Hot Seven in 1926-

but now with a technique expanded
to breath-taking virtuosity.
Armstrong's 1928 collaboration with pianist Earl Hines is also well documented here, with
such classics as "A Monday
Date," "West End Blues,"
"Squeeze Me," and "Save It,
Pretty Mama." Here genius
meets and challenges genius, with
a resulting flame of intense creativity. Playing both with and against each other, Armstrong and
Hines achieve dazzling feats of
imaginative improvisations.
Armstrong was not only the
greatest instrumentalist in jazz;
he was also the greatest male
vocalist, and this set provides
excellent evidence. I know, metaphors describing that voice have
consistently resorted to files,
sandpaper, gravel, and bad colds,
but the fact remains that no voice
in jazz can touch it for warmth,
intensity, sincerity, and depth of
feeling. Try him out on "Lawd
You Made the Night Too Long,"
or for sheer fun, "I'm a Ding
Dong Daddy" (halfway through,
lapsing into scat syllables and
never missing a beat, he admits,
"I done forgot the words").
Any reissue of material like
this is to be welcomed, but at the
same time I must confess a disappointment. The "Volume 1" of
the title testifies that Columbia
intends to continue with these
Armstrong reissues. Since a
major project is in the works, I
am sorry that Columbia hasn
decided to reissue, chronologically, all of its Armstrong holdings, as it is currently doing with
Bessie Smith and plans to do with
Billie Holiday. In fact, Columbia
has already issued Armstrong
in complete chronological order
on European LP's, Why not in
this country?
In short, this is a fine sampling,
but only a sampling, and its appearance will obviously prevent
for some years any comprehensive and logical presentation of
armstrong's work in the country
of its origin. This will eventually
happen, but the time was now.

LOUIS ARMSTRONG

1928, Finally, there are six examples of his large band work in
1929-1932.
One can quarrel immediately
with the selection of the blues
accompaniments (Maggie Jones
and Clara Smith provide better
fare) and the large band sides,
which here stress Louis as more
entertainer than musician. But it
would be hard to find fault with
the choice of those Hot Fives and
Hot Sevens: the classics are here.
In the course of some three
years - 1926-1928 - Armstrong
developed as rapidly and spectacularly in his medium as did John
Keats in the poetry of 1817
to 1819. And as with Keats, we
can follow the change almost
month by month. If we compare
the offerings year by year, the
difference is overhwleming.
For example, listen to "Cornet
Chop Suey" from 1926 - hard
driving but essentially simple
and direct. From 1927 we can
try "Potato Head Blues" (which
has long had my vote for the
single greatest jazz recording
ever made) -- still hard-driving
but now subtly complex in
rhythm and idea. And from 1928
a good choice would be "Beau
Koo Jack" - driving and complex,
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Hiram storms past Gators despite Reynders;
Allegheny needs upset to revive title hopes
the most of free throws and were
able to find the open man for easy
buckets when the Gators pressed.
Reynders led all scorers with
24 points in the best offensive
performance of his brief college
career. John headed both teams
in the rebounding department as
well, snatching 16. Mike M:,lone
had 16 points and Derek Doeffinger 12.
Mr :Call led the balanced Hiram
attack with 21 tallies. Lubert
added 18, Derrick 14, and Gabriel
13 for the victors.
A small but spirited following
from Hiram braved the horrible
weather and journeyed from Hiram to cheer on their team. ("Is
that not the winning team?""Yes
that is the winning team." "Winning team, losing team, winning
team, losing team!")
Readers of last Friday's Campus will be pleased to know that
the PA announcer performedver3
-professionally.
Allegheny takes to the road tomorrow, visiting W&J at 8:00.

By JACK McCAIN

CAMPUS photo by Henry Silberblatt

Freshman forward John Reynders
played the best game of his career and almost single-handedly
brought the Gators back from a
huge deficit to defeat Hiram.

Unless a minor miracle occurs
next week, the Hiram Terriers
relegated Allegheny to the ranks
of the also-rans with an 89-77
drubbing Saturday night. The victory gives the Terriers an excellent chance to capture the
PAC basketball championship in
their first year of membership
in the conference. All that
remains for them to do is beat
Bethany next week in their last
conference game and the 1972
title will be theirs.
The Gators can do little but
hope that Bethany repeats its
performance of upsetting the Hiram quintet as happened earlier
in the season. Meanwhile the Gators have to get past W&J and
Thiel to keep their hopes alive.
If Bethany does defeat Hiram, it
is conceivable that the regular
season could end in a three-way
tie, as Allegheny, Hiram, and
Case Western Reserve University
would all finish with a 9-3 record,
assuming that the Gators and the
Spartans suffer no further setbacks.
The game that spawned such
speculation was in itself no extraordinary affair, it all resolved
simply to the fact that Hiram
played much better than Allegheny, nothing more. Hiram shot
47% from the field against a 35%
mark for the Gators, but the
crucial factor in the game was
that the Terriers scored llpoints
before the Gators got any. The
Allegheny offense moved sluggishly against the Hiram zone in
the opening minutes, preventing
the Gators from getting off very
many good shots or from having
someone in good position for an
offensive rebound. But even when
Allegheny had excellent shooting
position - point-blank range, for
instance - the Gators still missed
the shot. Allegheny blew three
"sure" baskets in the early minutes of action.
Throughout the first half the
Gators were fighting to overcome
that 11 point lead that they spotted
Hiram at the start, but the gap
increased instead of narrowing.
Just as the Terriers scored 11
straight points in the first three
minutes of the first half, so did

CAMPUS photo by Henry Silberblatt

Derek Doeffinger looks for a teammate to cut across the lane.

Doeffinger
Reynders
Knap
Stupiansky
Turnbaugh
Henyey
Hein
Malone
TOTALS

they close out the second half in
similar fashion. Leading by ten,
37-27, with 3:36 to go, Hiram
exploded for another 11 point surge
to blast ahead to a 21 point lead,
48-27, shortly before the end of
the half, which ended with Hiram
ahead, 48-29.
Hiram moved ahead by 23 points
shortly into the second period,
but midway through the last half
Allegheny began to make a game
of it. Freshman John Reynders
came into the game for Larry
Turnbaugh with 15:47 remaining
in the half and with Allegheny
down by 21 points, 54-33. He
sparked an Allegheny scoring
spree in which the Gators outpointed Hiram 18-4 in less than
six minutes of furious action.
By the 10:41 makr Allegheny had
come back within seven points of
overtaking a rattled Hiram team,
58-51. The Bull accounted for an
astounding 14 of Allegheny's 18
points in that span.

Hiram got back on track with
a pair of bunnies to stave off
disaster. By the '..16 point the
Terriers had rebuilt a 15 point
lead of 69-54, but Allegheny
charged back once more, outscoring Hiram 11-2 to creep within five points at 70-65. The Gators nearly cut the difference
to three points, but a two-on-one
fast break went awry when Reynders committed an offensive foul.
A shaken but still leading Hiram
team held off the Gator attack in
the closing minutes, as they made

FG FT
6-8 0-0
7-1610-11
3-14 2-7
1-2 0-0
3-10 2-2
1-3 2-2
1-12 1-2
6-15 4-4

Reb TP
5
12
16
24
10
8
0
2
4
8
1
4
3
3
5
16

28-80 21-28 46

77

HIRAM

FG

FT

Reb TP

Thorpe
Hopkins
Aitken
Gabriel
Derrick
McCall
Rush
Lubert

3-7
1-4
0-3
5-11
4-9
6-14
4-6
7-10

3-3
2-4
2-2.
34
6-7
9-12
0-1
4-9

11
2
2
3
5
6
4
4

9
4
4
13
1 4
21
8
18

30-64 29-42 37

89

TOTALS
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Mike Malone pushes one up from the middle of the lane. Malone was
second high among Gator scorers with 16. Reynders led everyone with
24 points, his personal high.
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Swimmers whip CWR
By BILL McCAHAN

The Gator swimmers tuned
up for this week's PAC finals
by sloshing Case Western Reserve, 65-47. Though the score
may have appeared nip andtuck,
the match itself was all Allegheny. The Gators swam their
way to seven of 11 first place
finishes. With a sufficient lead,
Allegheny didn't enter anyone
in the final two events. This
in turn gave Case 20 free points,
enough to draw close, but not
close enough.
Once again Pete Brunson and
Bill Blank led the Gator attack.
Blank set a school mark in the
200 yard butterfly while taking
first place in it. Meanwhile,
Brunson set two shool records,
which included the Case pool

fg

A happy bunch off court, Allegheny's band of female hoopers assume the visages of bold warriors on
the wood and do battle in the image of their male counterparts.

mark, on his way to two first
place accolades. Peter's success occurred in both the 500
and 1000 yard freestyle matches.
Other Gator swimmers who
proved their worth were Scot
and Ward Smith, Andy Wallace,
and Scot Schieman.
Brunson and Blank will play a
Bill Blank may also be able to
qualify for the National Small
College Championships. Of
course, that all depends on how
much effort he's willing to put
forth.
The Gators close out the season at home Wednesday, and travel to Bethany Friday for the
first day of PAC competition.
Though they're a better team
now than earlier in the season,
the hometown Bisons are heavy
favorites to take the crown.

Ladies can play ball, too
It is reassuring to note that
Allegheny College is doing its part
in seeing that its female population enjoys the same benefits in
the area of athletics as Gator
men-folk do. To this end exists
the women's basketball team,
which battles just as fiercely and
practices almost as long as their
male counterparts. The ladies
practice four days a week in workouts that last from 1 1/2 to two
hours, although they play only a
four game schedule, with a few
scrimmages along the way.
Barb Larson, an astute observer on the basketball scene, and
a fan who has followed the miniGators since their inception, noted, "The team looks better this
year than it did last year, because at this time last year there
wasn't a team."

Ateam spokesman cited lack of
height as a persistant problem
plaguing the Gatorettes, but added
that this deficiency was in part
reduced by the large turnout for
the team. The spokesman noted
that the lady team had almost as
many members as the varsity
does.
The women to date own a 0-1
record, the loss being a 52-50
thriller with Mercyhurst in Montgomery Gym. An almost capacity
crowd came out to cheer on the
lady Gators. Referee Nipper
Myers drew almost as much
crowd response as the team did,
due to a number of unpopular foul
calls and the fact that the stands
were packed with his friends.
A female observer cited "sex
appeal" as a major factor in
Myers' crowd-pleasing perform-

ante.
The spokesman noted that thus
far on the season center Sue
Setzer has stood out among the
women athletes. "She would
have won the MVP in the Mercyhurst game if there was one."
Larson added, "Setzer was really
dunkin0 'em in at crucial times
against Mercyhurst."
The team hits the hardwood
tonight at Thiel at 7:00. The
ladies will travel to Mercyhurst
in search of revenge and then to
Westminster before the season
ends.
Marcy Schulman is the team's
coach. Various team members
remarked that her enthusiasm has
been an important factor in molding the players into a working
unit.

Gator tankers are gearing themselves for this weekend's upcoming PAC
competition at Bethany.

•
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MARCH 3 at 8:00 pm
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Rodney Walton came out to plead with the Gators, but his efforts
were also of no avail for the Allegheny team.

BOX 1656
THIEL COLLEGE
GREENVILLE, PA. 16125

Please pay by check or mail order and make the check payable to T.J. Brazelton Memorial Scholarship Fund. Return
address is required and tickets may be obtained at the door
on the night of the concert.
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Pride-Hellerstedt, researching the facts
behind the issues (From page 3)

CAMPUS photo by Mark Vollmer

PROFESSOR BOOKER T. TALL, flanked by Allegheny student Deskins, delivers lecture on "Black Understanding" to concerned audience. Tall, of Cuyahoga
Community College in Cleveland, launched a "Week of Black Experience" here at
Allegheny. Following will be a Tuesday night "rap session," a Wednesday night of
slides concerning "Black Forms and Images." Thursday's activities will feature
"An Experience in Black Talent," and the week-long program will be capped on
Friday night by a presentation by Professor Nicoles, of the Black Studies Division of Cuyahoga College.

Dickinson-Smith, reorganizing the
student judicial system (From page 3)
areas as housing (i.e. elimination of freshman women's permissions
and academics, for example the so-called "coordination" requirement )
We have also been working during the last term on a concrete co-ed
dorm policy to present to the trustees. The purpose of co-ed dorms
is not just to have them for their own sake but as part of a general expansion cf student housing options. More "Brown Houses" and "Red
Houses" for example and renting the collage-owned apartments on
John Street to students are ways of achieving this.
We will request the Instruction Committee to review and revise the
present pass-fail system so as to make it more flexible. Have them consider equalizing what grade is necessary for a pass. Some professors require a "C" while others pass with a "D". We would like it to be equalized everywhere. Also, lengthen the time allowed to sign up for a
course pass-fail. Five days is not long enough to make an adequate
decision as to whether you want to take a course for a grade or not.
We feel that the Physical Education requirement for graduation
should be abolished. It is set up too arbitrarily and we fail to see any
educational benefit for one forced to take Physical Education. Courses
should be continued to be offered for those who wish to take them
and the facilities could then be used by those who wish to use them.
This is basically our platform. We realize that not all the ideas raised
in the campaign are in our platform. But we do not wish to gain election through supplying a pallative to every student. What we have mentioned we will emphasize. Having had much experience in ASG and
in college committees (both of us being cabinet officials for the past
year and involved in a variety of campus before that) we feel that a
plethora of issues merely confuse and dilute the major problems and
issues which must be solved. We did not dwell on the concept of the
college governing board or the reorganization of the Student Judicial
Board because any specific defining would hinder the students' position as regards the administration. We did not elaborate excessively
upon the Black Studies issue nor the faculty tenure because we feel
that any remark made other than a general support could only weaken
the programs the students involved are now working on. In effect, we
will offer our support for these programs willingly, but we do not
choose to dominate that which is in progress. Through strengthening
ASG and eliminating duplicated efforts we wish to press demands continuously. Basically we wish to use the maximum number of interested students on definite, thought-out and meticulously planned programs. We intend to press for a working ASG within the first week of
next term. We hope to get floor representatives elected before the end
of that week. For ASG to be viable, its first duty is to be representative. To be a representative body it requires visible inputs, mainly large
voter turnouts in this ASG election and the floor elections to come.

ballot. Other issues could be put on the ballot by a petition of 50 students. The results will unquestionably be representative, which will strengthen ASG's position. This
referendum would also present important issues that are before student-faculty committees. These committees are extremely influential, and through referendums and careful
choice of their members, we hope to make them more receptive to student opinion.
We wish to go on record as supporting the present College Judicial system. The flaws
it has are only minor and do not demand total reform to be corrected. To try to give it
the power to decide specifically on issues of policy is to confuse its intended function
and thereby weaken it. As it stands, it is a powerful organ for the protection of students' rights in the cases of specific violations. To give it the power to rule on policy
would deny ASG much of the original legislative power it was intended to have.
The student-faculty tenure committee would provide a formalized input of student
opinion into the process of granting tenure. The committee would compile extensive
data on the teaching method, availability, attitudes, testing procedures, etc. of the person under consideration. They would summarize this information and include it in a
recommendation that they would prepare. This recommendation along with a rating
would go to the department head and then to the trustees for decision. Although they
have not supported this specific proposal, many faculty and administrators have ex.
pressed a desire to have formalized student input in the process of awarding tenure.
We want students to be able to see the entire College budget. If the College, has nothing to hide, the budget should help in explaining the periodic increases in costs to the
students. Since a large part 6f the money that runs the college is ours we have the right
to see exactly where it goes.
We want students to be able to see the entire College budget. If the College has nothing to hide, the budget should help in explaining the periodic increases in costs to
the students. Since a large part of the money that runs this College is ours, we hove
the right to see exactly where it goes.
We support the idea of a college governing board composed of representatives from
the administration, trustees, faculty and students, to determine college policy. We
feel that the proposal made by the "committee on the College," with certain changes,
will provide a good basis for a governing board. Among the changes we are considering would be a student method to initiate legislation and a voting structure to allow
students a reasonable voice in decisions. At the time this was suggested it was supported by the administration but not the faculty. We think the faculty's opposition
has decreased and with some concessions on all sides a governing board can be brought
about that will greatly increase student voice in the running of Allegheny College.
If this can be brought about it will receive our full support. Also the existence of this
board doesn't necessarily mean the abolition of ASG as many functions of ASG (such
as budget) probably wouldn't be handled by a governing board.
Naturally, none of the above programs are finalized in their details. What we are trying to present is the philosophy by which we will operate. An integral part of this philosophy is the idea that important issues must be thoroughly researched before they are
presented as proposals. We hope you will put some thought into the suggestions of
our opponents and ourselves, and most of all that you will register your decision when
you vote on Thursday. The candidates who best reflect the attitudes of the students
are the best ones for the job. We hope that apathy will not be the deciding factor.

ASG: tuition, senate, and a Parliamentarian
planned. It was revealed that of the 630 students
who answered the coed housing survey ? 576 students indicated that they would prefer to live in
some form of coed dorm.
The Academic Affairs Committee reported that
the proposal to add two extra study days at the
end of each term was not feasible this year because the academic calendar has already been
planned. However, it was felt that this proposal
should be given more consideration for adoption
next year.
Clifford Burke (better known as Sir Delt) de-

(From page 1)

livered a report for representative Jeff Carroll,
in his capacity- as an alternate. Revealing that
the privilege of student use of paddleball equipment at the Mellon Building was withdrawn
after some of the equipment was stolen or damaged, he suggested that ASG should contact Mr.
McElhaney about the situation. He also stated
that if individual students want to use the gym
facilities at specific times they should contact
the Physical Education Department about reserving hours.

ASG Representatives
NAME

BOX NO.

-Eric Allen
Jon Ausman
Linda Ayers
Barb Baird
Steve Boak
Chris Byrne
Jim Carlisle
Mark Crantz
Karen Davis
Joe Donley
Shelley Daugheen
Ann Hollingsworth
Jennifer Inkley
Joe Jablonski
Bruce King
Frank Leslosky

207
337
241
249
332
415
438
531
561
617
556
933
977
980
1058
1151

SWIM
CITY

EIGHT VARIETIES
OF SUBS
CARRY OUT OR EAT AT COUNTER
SAUSAGE, PEPPERS,
& ONION SANDWICHES
342 North Street Phone 724-4486

ADDR ESS
249 Ravine
308 Edwards
392 Walker Annex
580 Cullum St.
103 Ravine
203 Baldwin
21 Highland
AXP
580 Cullum St.
PDT
379 South
334 Brooks
102 Brown Hs.
232 Caflisch
?05 Edwards
321 Baldwin

Martha Loch
Bob Magas
Nancy Morrow
Nancy Newton
Matt Otten
Jerry Pepper
Heather Ravlin
Dave Rifles
John Schumacher
Lee Schumacher
Sylvia Stewart
Aimee Toth
Drew Williams
Joe Dudick
Peggy Hemming
George Pierson
Jeff Carroll
Dan Pride

1173
1205
1331
1374
1419
1446
1515
1549
1631
1630
1750
1830
1940
630
1469
450
1495

432 Brooks
109 Edwards
376 Walker
230 Brooks
DTD
613 N. Main
46 Crawford
202 Ravine
423 Baldwin
SAE
406 South
190Walker
360 North St.
223 Caflisch
323 South
155 Caflisch
PGD
201 Allegheny

Classifieds . .& etc
WANTED-old Dave Van Ronk records which are out of print-to tape.
C. Patty 386 Park Ave. 333-8884.
The deadline for submitting ICIS
proposals for next term is Monday,
February 28. If you have any questions at all about projects or the
form of proposals, please contact
any member of the committee: Mr.
James Day-105 or 202 Ruter, Mr.
Tom Dougan-107 Alden, Debbie
Johnson-342 Brooks, Brian Martine
—364 Walnut St.,Ruth Mobilia-246
Brooks, or Mr. Robert Seddig-117
Quigley.

FOUND—medium size dog, male,

black and white, long hair. Possibly part Spaniel. Call 724-3981.
The Help Center will be open dui
ing the following hours: afternoons
from 1:30 to 4:30. Sunday thru
Thursday evenings from 7 pm to
1 am. Friday and Saturday from
7 pm to 3 am. 724-4369.
If you want advice concerning homosexuality, qualified gay counselors
will be on duty at the Help Center Tuesday evenings from 7 pm to
1 am, and Friday afternoons from
1:30 pm to 4:30 pm. The Help
Center is in the Park House, on
Park Ave., between Brooks and Carr.

